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About This Game

Australian trip with dingo.

Languages: English, Russian, Ukrainian, Latvian, Portuguese, French, Chinese

Take a bright and exciting adventure in Australia with dog Dingo. A fascinating and extraordinary puzzle game. Your task is to
manage the dingo dog - to move the opal stones, to blow up the boxes, to use the portals and the conveyor belts, and also the

laser installations in order to reach the checkpoint. Do not forget to collect the energetic elements in order to get achievements.
Australian Trip is a game for those who love logical puzzles. In some problems it is necessary to think outside the box and

calculate the moves in advance.

Beautiful and colorful graphics will please you. Easy and convenient controls. A lot of levels are scattered on the map of
Australia. Original music with elements of Australian Aboriginals will immerse you in the atmosphere of Australia.

Do not even think that you will pass all levels on the first try, some levels will make you think very hard. Accessible for all ages,
because the game does not require a quick reaction. Play and enjoy the trip to Australia.

Features:
✔ Addictive puzzles;

✔ The game in the sokoban genre;
✔ A game for savvy people;

✔ Beautiful graphics;
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✔ Excellent controls;
✔ For people of any age;

✔ Original Aboriginal music;
✔ Lasers, portals, bombs.

How to play:
Your task is to interact with objects and get to the checkpoint.
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Title: Australian trip
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SergioPoverony
Publisher:
SergioPoverony
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Core 4 Duo or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1 MB Video RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Directx 9.0 compatible Sound Card

English,Russian,Ukrainian,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,French
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Nice game, reminded me of a good old days.. Yankai's Peak very much seems like a labor of love. It's an ultra-polished, very
pretty and pretty mindboggling puzzle game.

I've played lots of puzzle games over the years, but rarely have I started out so confused by the mechanics as here. To describe
them badly, they're "Sokoban, but with a triangular grid and the ability to not just push pyramids, but also to rotate them".
Instead of just being able to push in four cardinal directions, here you can push in three directions, but also rotate along three
vertices in both directions.

I loved how all the levels provided plenty of challenge despite usually being kept intentionally small. The atypical moveset,
combined with puzzle mechanics both familiar and unfamiliar, made for surprisingly varied levels. At the beginning, I struggled
a lot with an inability to visualize what my moves would do. Movement is entirely deterministic, but when one pyramid pushes
another, the results can initially be very counterintuitive. So the controls and game mechanics took me some time to get used to -
but past that point, the game simultaneously became easier to grasp and more satisfying.

I also enjoyed the progression through the game. There are 7 parts, each of which either introduces a new mechanic (e.g.
floating pyramids) or features combinations of earlier ones. And except for the short linear finale of part VII, in earlier parts
you only have to beat maybe 2\/3 of the levels to progress. I wish all puzzle games were so generous. About the only thing I
didn't like all that much was the new game mechanic introduced in part VII, but even that didn't overstay its welcome.

Last but not least, I really loved the minimalist aesthetic. This is a very pure puzzle game, and yet there are some very satisfying
sound effects, transitions, and animations. Not to mention the amusing 'auteur' style.

Ultimately, I appreciated Yankai's Peak as yet another great take on puzzles which explore some 3-dimensionality. Just like in
e.g. Stephen's Sausage Roll or Pipe Push Paradise, the ability to not just push but also rotate sausages\/pipes\/pyramids opens
entirely new avenues of puzzling... and being puzzled. Highly recommended for puzzle aficionados who are interested in a
fantastic, mindboggling, and altogether unique experience.. Very short but it's only 2.50. If you enjoyed the main game you'll
like this too.. An AAA on-rails shooter with an enjoyable story and solid voice acting, gameplay, and graphics. It manages to be
engaging in spite of being on-rails by virtue of all of the above and the fact that the core gameplay is surprisingly refined for
what it is.

It's not particularly deep but it is enjoyable and would probably shine at a VRcade with a hydraulic chair/haptic vest. My only
real gripe with it is that there doesn't seem to be a way to change the graphical settings (supersampling would be fantastic).. I
don't get it. After 2 or 3 beard shaves I lose everytime. The shaver isn't precise and the scissors cut out everywhere they are
placed. How to you do the inside designs when you have no tools to do it?

Free but not worth the effort. The game started out fine, teaching you the mechanics of the gameplay but it quickly becomes
very frustrating and not fun anymore.. Gameplay is fun, challenging, and fast paced! Found myself saying "One more round!"
over and over again. Well worth it!. Pros:
-Satisfying puzzles.
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-Wonderful humour and characters.
-Cute graphics and sounds.
-Bigfoot!

Cons:
-Lack of configuration options.
-Annoying swaying screen effect and blurred edges.
-Individually, each episode is a little brief.

[Review for both Episode 1 and 2]

One day when I was a kid, I was looking for a cheap holiday read in one of Gloucester\u2019s 4396 discount books-that-no-
other-shop-wanted stores and came across a book that was so invocative and fascinating that I simply had to have it. Creatures
From Elsewhere set my mind alight with the apparent mystery of creatures unknown to science but somehow leaving their mark
upon the Earth. The opening chapters centred upon Bigfoot, and Bigfoot foot like creatures. It was marvellous and thrilling
stuff. Utter nonsense, but I loved it. I love Bigfoot and all his mates. From Tintin in Tibet to Bigfoot centric X-Files episodes,
the whole mythos of this elusive man-ape creature is so engaging that I can\u2019t help but adore the whole Bigfoot culture. So
seeing a puzzle game about a Bigfoot mystery appear in the Steam store was a real no-brainer for me.

Jacob Jones is a kid on his way to summer camp at Camp Evil Eagle Feather. He wears a blue bear coat. Already this is a
thoroughly charming game. Needless to say, there is a Bigfoot involved and a mystery. This plays out in a very lovely cardboard
cut-out style environment with cute stylised character models. It reminded me a lot of Psychonauts, which is one of my
favourite games ever so any resemblance, even if just in passing, is fine by me. The story is rather basic, but it makes up for it
by having some wonderfully witty dialogue and laugh out loud worthy gags. There are an awful lot of horror referencing tucked
away into the largely child-friendly dialogue, some jokes got surprisingly dark in nature (especially one right at the end of
episode 2). There are only a handful of characters that Jacob has any real interaction with but the ones that are in place are well
voice acted and come with their own little idiosyncrasies that set them apart. Little details such as the rage fuelled Coach and his
bulging eyes or one of Jacob\u2019s bunk-mates\u2019 runny nose and chronic snot bubble problem made for some just
adorable people. Then there\u2019s the Bigfoot, the star attraction. Biggie, as he\u2019s known, is a lovable furry lump with a
friendly demeanour and a joyfully silly dog disguise. Getting the Bigfoot right was essential. Lucid games nailed him.

The meat of the game is in the puzzling. Although there is a world to explore and some folk to chat to, most of the gameplay is
devoted to single screen puzzles \u00e0 la the Professor Layton games on the Nintendo DS. The puzzles are an assortment of
logic, sliding block and maths puzzles and will mostly offer a good brain teasing without being annoying. I came across one
puzzle I found a bit confusing but that could be just as well down to the fact I\u2019m not so great at maths puzzles. Give me a
Sudoku and I\u2019ll probably just draw pictures of hedgehogs on it and run away with my hands in the air and cackling like a
maniac. Luckily, my hand wasn\u2019t forced like that in Jacob Jones. With the exception of the maths puzzle I found the
puzzle screens to be eminently satisfying and engaging. Sometimes the puzzle instructions could be a little vague on what needed
to be done, but everything is presented excellently and more often than not the game of the puzzle comes to you instinctively.

A handy feature is the memo screen that lets you doodle over the screen to keep track of your puzzle progress. It\u2019s a
testament to how well made the puzzles are constructed in that at no point did I resort to doodling hedgehogs on the memo
screen in frustration. If you do find yourself stuck, there is a hint system that lets you exchange soda cans (that the
environmentally minded Jacob has picked up) for a nod in the right direction. Using his phone, Jacob can get either a vague hint
from his friends, a more specific push from his brother or a fairly explicit direction from his uncle. It all works well and keeps
the game flowing nicely.

I would have liked the environmental interaction to be a bit more developed. There isn\u2019t really much to do in the world. It
looks lovely but it serves as little more than a way to link the unconnected puzzles together. It would have been nice to have
more to do than pick up soda cans and bother gophers. As basic as the movement controls are, they are still a bit wonky. The
keyboard shortcuts for rotating the screen are Q and E but the keys for moving the view around are the arrow keys. This can be
done with the mouse but doing both movements at the same time makes your mouse cursor pretty unreliable. The game was
originally made for the touch screens on mobile devises but I would have liked more thought given to how the controls work on
a PC, or at least to give an option to change the controls myself or use a control pad.
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The game does lack configuration options in general. Volume, full screen on\/off and resolution are the only options available.
This irritated me specifically because I desperately wanted to turn off the damn depth of field which gave the screen a constant
blurring around the edges that I found incredibly off-putting. The game is made with the Unreal Engine so tinkering with the .ini
files to get the graphics settings you want is usually an option, but even that couldn\u2019t remove the effects I found so
obnoxious. Likewise, there was a constant gentle sway to the whole game that seemed entirely unnecessary but I found no way
to turn it off and keep the damn screen still.

These are relatively minor quibbles to a game that I had a lot of fun with. I picked the episode one and two pack for a fiver on
Steam and got around five hours worth of delightful puzzling. It may be short but I found it to be well worth the price for the
amount of fun I had playing it. I\u2019m now looking forward to episode three, assuming there will be one. I could serious go
on for far longer talking about how charming it is. Jacob Jones and the Bigfoot Mystery has stomped its way into my heart and
rekindled my love of Bigfoot. I love you Biggie.

From Coffee Break Gaming.. It's not like it used to be the platforming got way more slippery and you can't even jump most of
the time because you get stuck on the ground for no reason whatsoever
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many games has similiar like this games but im always remember diner dash when play game like this. this games little ez,
already conquered all stages only 3 or 4 stages have 2 star, and absolutely other have 3 stars.

why people in this game only drink potion? how about eat? diet purpose?. This is the first time sence Super Smash Bros That I
have truly enjoyed a game like this, best with others and is amazing if you have a HTPC or you can get it into a console setup
type deal it would also work good for parties.. This is a 4-player local arena battle. Pick players, pick map and battle it out. The
game UI assumes you are using gamepads (but it's very playable with mouse\/keyboard as well, and it has a very good "pass the
controller" scheme as well, so up to 4 players on 1-4 controllers).

For me the most lacking points are:

No cooperative play.
No campaign or story.
No progression.

I bought into this after skimming through the description, images and keywords: strategy, splitscreen, simultaneous turn based
combat. Somehow I created an image in my head that involves cooperative play, even though there is nothing that even hints of
such. Needless to say: this game was not at all what I was looking for.

I could see how this game might be fun with a bunch of competitive friends or as a party\/drinking game. Obviously I didn't do
my research here and that's on me, which makes me feel bad about the thumbs down, but I still think the game is lacking in
features. if there were to be any changes in any of the mentioned points then I would be happy to reconsider!. Pretty cute,
without much depth. Worth a try for novelty sake. 20 minutes of gameplay, wasn't able to get past second level. Lazy controls,
not support for ultrawide monitor, cannot control the difficulty. Although nice graphics and concept, refunded.. This game is so
buggy and broken that it's not even funny.

1. Opponents teleport and can super jump? while spamming shotgun lead into you.
2. Probably SLI issues but this game ran like crap on all three of my rigs(780Tis, 980s,970s)
3. Server LAG, i'm not sure whether they use Steamworks integration for their servers but it seems like P2P/bad, slow servers to
me due to the extreme lag from the numerous servers i joined in the game
4. Splash screen looks like some 360P video from 2006, it wasn't even properly done.

WARNING: This game is Pre-Alpha atm refrain from buying till they actually fixed some of the more important bugs.. If
you're a fan of roguelikes and acid trips buy this game!! It's beautiful and shiny and plays real nice!. Very nice concept for a VR
game and you can play it with up to 5 Players in one game.
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